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ORIGIN OF THE WORLD--CHANCE OR CHOICE? " 

SCRIPTURE : Genesis 1:1-18 I) 
INTRO: LET ME TELL YOU OF AN AMAZING EXPERIENCE THAT HAPPENED 
AT OUR HOUSE LAST NIGHT. WE HAVE A JIG SAW PUZZLE COMPOSED OF 

DIFFERENT PIECES. 
I TOOK ALL 500 OF THESE PIECES AND AT ONE TIME THREW THEM 

HIGH IN THE AIR AND WHEN THEY FELL TO THE FLOOR THEY FORMED A 
PERFECT PATTERN. EACH PIECE BY CHANCE FELL EXACTLY IN PLACE! 

DO YO ELIEVE THAT? I DON'T EITHER . TO BELIEVE THAT RE
QUIRES FAR MORE FAITH, OR GULLABIL ITY, THAN EITHER OF US CAN 
MUSTER. 

BUT AFTER SEEING IT IN ONE PIECE IF I TOLD YOU THAT I SPENT 
THE EVENING PUTTING THE PUZZLE TOGETHER, YOU WOULD NOT FIND 
THAT HARD TO BELIEVE . 

THE ANTI-CREATIONIST OF OUR DAY WOULD LEAD US TO BELIEVE 
THAT OUR VAST UNIVERSE, COMPOSED NOT MILL IONS OF 
PARTS CAME INTO AN ORDERLY EXISTENCE BY CHANCE, NOT CHO ICE. I 
FIND THIS NOT ONLY DIFFICULT TO BELIEVE BUT I CONSIDER IT TO 
BE AN OFFENSE TO MY INTELLIGENCE EVEN TO BE ASKED TO BELIEVE 
IT. 

THE PUZZLE, I CHOOSE TO BELIEVE THAT OUR INTRICATELY 
DESIGNED UN IVERSE WAS PUT TOGETHER BY AN INTELLIGENT BE ING. 

AND THAT IS ALL THE BIBLICAL ACCOUNT IS THE BE
GINNING GOD CREATED. 11 

THE LENGTH OF TIME GOD CROSE TO TAKE AND EXACT PROCEDURES 
INVOLVED ARE LEFT WIDE OPEN IN THE GENESIS ACCOUNT. 

BUT YOU SAY, 11 IT WAS SEVEN LITERAL DAYS, BECAUSE GENESIS 
SAYS ON THE J ST HE DID AND ON THE SECOND HE DID 
THAT. .. 11 YES, BUT LET ME REMIND YOU THAT AL THOUGH GOD CREATED 
11 LIGHT 11 DIVIDED IT FROM DARKNESS ON THE DAY 11 IT 
WASN 'T UNTIL THE THAT HE CREATED THE SUN AND THE MOON . . 

IT MAY HAVE BEEN 7 LITERAL 24 HOUR DAYS, OR EACH MAY 
HAVE REPRESENTED VAST PERIODS OF TIME BUT THAT IS NOT THE EM
PHASIS OF THE GENESIS ACCOUNT. THE EMPHASIS IS THAT GOD DID 
IT . (HEBREW) IN THE BEGINNING CREATED ! 11 

THE PURPOSE OF GENESIS FITS INTO THE STORY OF GOD'S REDEMP
TI VE PLAN. IT TELLS US WHY GOD NEEDED TO REDEEM MAN. GOD 
CREATED MAN PERFECT, MAN FELL, GOD ' S REDEMPTIVELY MOV IN6 INTO 
HISTORY (O.T.), COMING IN PERSON IN CHRIST (N .T.), DYING FOR 
OUR SINS, RESURRECTED, THE CHURCH , AND COMING AGAIN. 

I . A COMMON POINT OF AGREEMENT 
since some people believe that science and religion 

conf l i ct, I want to begin where science and the Bi ble-and you 
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and I-agree. nd t we live on the planet 
called 11 earth, 11 which is · ]a e . 
Our solars stem is onl a small art of a larger area called 

and our galaxy is only a smal l at But 
yo Do you 

believe the planet earth has always existed-as a separate plan
et-or do you believe it had a beginning? 

Logicians er in dist i nctions which they make, certa i n 
choices which you and I may call There 
are certain things in life that can be narrowed down to where 
you have to choose one of two thi ngs. No other choices are 
before us . · f e, however, but some 
are . An example of this type of choice, for instance, is that 
you either have to o · · r you have t o choose 
t o die. There is no other choice before you: life or death. 
And so it is with the world: either we believe that the world 
has always exi sted or we beli eve that i t had a beginning . This 
is a genuine exclusive alternative. I know of no other choice. 
Do you? It has always been here or else it has come into exis
tence . 

B s riptures say our 
as we know it have had a beg i nning. Not all 

Scientists will say somewhere be-
fqyr and ago, agr ee that 0 11r 

world has had a begi nn i ng. as a time wen it did not 
exi st. It is now in It has come into being. The 

o t · in 

earth . 11 Thus sc·en 
had a beginning . 

beginni ng God created the heaven and the 
and agree that has 

II. THE CAUSE--CHANCE OR CHOICE? 
But once s r nte 

faces us. Was the (or were causes) of its beginning 
mere · ? our world began as 
the (a socmic coincidence, an atomi c acciden 
or it began as the result of non-accident or hence 
the cause or were the causes the result of or 

In other words, did the world and its resultant 
begi n by II d not 

is not knowledge 
Man was not there . 



believes-regardless of his exp l anation . One may 
· and have f or 

his be l ief), but it is still a explanation. The person 
· · · 

s a aith 
statement . a who believes it began by sheer chance. 
or who does not believe created the war is exercis ing an 
amazing faith also and should openly admit that his is a faith 
statement. Thus er on can b liev in r ca Be-
fore looki ng at some scientific data let's think about the 

ng c a · ap- i 
ening by 

· s (Bi 11 Tolar ) If I we re 
to take ten coins (let us say silver dollars) and an ink-marker 
and place the numbers one through ten sequentially on the coins 
so that each bore a different number, what do you think the 
chance would be that I could put those ten coins in my pocket, 
shake them up, and pull out accidently the coin with the number 
one numeral on i t first? The chance is 

If I returned that coin to my pocket, and shook all ten a
round again, what chance do you think I would have of 
out the coin with the number two on it second? The chance now 
would be t f e undred:! To return that coin to my 
pocket and accidently pull the coin with the number three on i t 
has now changed to t of a thousan . The number four coin 
fourth is one chance out o The number 
five coin fifth is one out h n rd h s nd chances The 
number six coin sixth is one out of one million; number seven 

1 au of ten mi 11 ion; number one out of one hundred 
million; number nine one out of one billion; and number ten 

ne out of ten billion chances! The of my pulling ten 
coins out of my pocket i n -perfect sequence by sheer acc ident 
would be one out of ten bil li on! 

If I were to start pulling those coins out in such perfect 
order, would your mind really let you believe that I was doing 
it accidently, by mere chance, or wouldn ' t your mind tel l you 
I was doing it by design? How many coins would I have to pull 
out of my pocket before you stopped believeing that I was doi ng I 
it by acci den t and started believi ng I was using a system? Un
til the third or fourth coin? I wouldn't believe you beyond 
the third ! My mind would rebel against a gullibility or cred
ulity of just accepting your word that you were doing i t by 
chance. I would find it far more intelligent and sensible to 
believe that you had aevised a system whereby you could detect 
a particular coi n while in your pocket. Wouldn't your mind 

the same of you? Wouldn't you find it much more sensible l 
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to believe that I had filed one notch on the number one coin, 
two notches on the number two coin, three notches like tri
angle on the number three coin, etc,? Wouldn't you really find 
it much more satisfying intellectually to explain the pu l ling 
out of those coins by design or intent than by accident? 

find virtual Jy imposs "ble to imply 
tha out (brchanc b 

Would mind permit you to accept the belief one 
chance out of ten billion when know how easy it is for an 
i ntelligent person to devise a system and pull them out easily 
by choice? 
With the subject of things happening by chance or choice be

fore us, now let us turn again to the world, to its beginning 
and to the beginning of life on i t. Let's turn to the field 
of science set before you ten very interesting things about 
the earth and conditions that have made life possible on it. 

III. EVIDENCES OF CHOICE 
1. The Angle of the Earth 

The first thing concerns the angle of the earth in relation 
ship to the sun. We might assume that it is 11 straight up and 

or parallel to the sun, but it is not. It is not sitting 
perpendicular; it is tilted-tilted at about a twenty-three de
gree angle. Perhaps you have noticed globes in libraries sit
ting at an angle. One eminent scientist said this is very im
portant because i t makes i t possible for life to exist as we 
know it. Were it too straight up and down human life probably 
would not exist. The tilt ects the amount of heat absorbed 
by our earth. This is like the first coi ri:"" does not re
quire much faith to believe that this could happen by accident. 
After all, the universe is extremely large. For one planet to 
happen to be tilted just about right i s not a big matter to 
believe. But let us go on to a second thing. 
2. The Rota ti on of the 

While tilted at about a twenty-three degree our 
world is rotating on its axis at the rate of about a thousand 
miles an hour. One Scient i st said, wor ld ed at 
on ly 100 miles an 'hour instead of 1,000 miles an hour, our 
days and nights would be ten times as long. 11 What do you 
t hink would happen to you and other living things on June or 
Ju ly or August days ten times as long as they now are? The 
heat would build up so great that i t wither, i l t , 
scorch and kill virtually everything about the surface of the 
ground. And whatever survived the incredibly hot days would 

freeze in the ten-times -as-long nights when t he earth 
radiates · t he atmosphere. Temperatures would 
plummet to something like 240 degrees below zero. Therefore 
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he said our world was tating just about the right speed so as 
to alternate between heating and cooling. Thus our earth is 
tilted just ri ght and just right . These two are in
teresting maybe, but let ' s turn to a third. 
3. The Variance Upward 

This world of our off of that twenty-three degree 
tilt. The prominent scientist said our world wobble upward 
off that tilt about three degrees. It comes back to the 
twenty-three degree angle then tilts downward about t hree de
grees and starts back upward to the twenty-three degree aver
age tilt. It follows this tilting procedure with amazing reg
ularity while spinning at a thousand miles an hour . Our sea
sons and our climates are affected by it. Three degrees is 
a relatively small angle, but said if our world straight
ened up more than three degrees off the twnety-three degree 
tilt, life might peris rom e earth! strike 
ou earth so (instead of at a glance) with such a 
t rem s force and heat the that without the tilt 
to deflect the light ana heat, the earth would absorb too much 
heat! I, 
4. Variance Downward 

On the other hand, if the world were to tilt more than 
three degrees downward from l twenty-three degree 
stance, the sun would strike our northern Arctic region with 
such a tremendous heat that it would probably melt those 
huge ice caps. The melting ice might cause enough additional 
water to flow into our oceans and cause us to die. Here are 
four things, then, about the world working together in such a 
won er u wasy : tilted just right; spinning just right; vary
ing up just right; varying down just right. And the chance of 
my pulling four coins out of my pocket pe r fect sequence by 
accident is one out of ! 
5. The Oceans' Depth 

We have already implied a fifth thing-the depth of the 
earth's oceans. A former president of the American 

Science wrote a book many years ago in which he said that 
if the earth's oceans had been just a little deeper when the 
earth originally began, that that much more water would have 

sorbed or would have dissolved the carbon dioxide and 
oxygen ou of the air to start with and life could not have 
begun unless more air had been in the atmosphere originally. 
Thus, the earth's oceans are just about the right depth in 
relation to the amount of air in our atmosphere. / : 
6. The Earth's Crust 

A sixth thing is the ear th's crust. Not only are the 
earth's oceans about the right depth but the earth's crust is 
just the right thickness. For if the earth were only ten feet 
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thicker on the outside than it is, that much additional matter 
would have oxidized all the free oxy en out of the air when 
the world began, and life-forms could not have begun. The 
earth is approximately miles in radius, so ten feet to 
4,000 miles is a very narrow margin indeed! Here are six 
things, the, working together just so wel l : tilted just right, 
spinning just right, varying up just right; varying down just 
right; earth's oceans just right, and the earth's crust just 
right-six things just right ! And the chances of my pulling 
six .coins out of my just right by accident is one 
chance in ·11 · 1 

7. Our Orbit Aroun the Sun 
While all of this is wor king just right, there is a 

thing . We are moving around the sun in an elliptical orbit at 
just about the right speed. The orbit is not in a perfect 
ci rcle as we might suppose, but more like a round-ended foot
ball. We are speeding tnrough space, while we are rotating 
and wobbling up and down, at the rate of 18 miles a second, r 
or 1,080 miles a minute, or if you prefer, 64,800 miles an 
hour. This is just about the right speed! If our world 
slowed down and went only that speed around the sun, 
6 miles a second or about 2 600 iles per hour, it would be 
pulled so close into the sun at the shallow or narrow part of 
that football-like orbit, that we would be burned to a crisp 
as we passed by. 

But if our world, were to slightly more than double its 
speed so that it would travel forty mi les a second, t hat much 
additional speed would throw us so far into space at the long 
pojnt of the orbit that we would freeze to death int e far 
reaches of incredibly cold space before we were to come back 
close enough to the sun. Thus our speed around the sun is 
just about right. /: 
8. Our Distance From the Sun 

If those things were not enough, there i s an ei ghth thi ng 
our earth is about the right number of mi l es from the sun 
for us to be able to live : million miles. At this 
di stance our earth receives neither too much nor too little 
heat from the sun for us to live. The surface of the sun is 
between 11,000-12,000 degrees fahrenheit on the average . If 
this does not seem so hot, let me remind you that asbestos 
melts around 4,000-5,000 degrees ! 100 degrees seems very hot 
weather to us, but did you know this, that if only fifty de
grees less reached our planet on the average for a year, that 
we could not live? Ii 
9. Our Distance from the Moon 

Averaging about 240,000 miles from the earth, the moon is 
just about right for our well-being. Scientists say that if 
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our moon were to come in from 240,000 to only 50,000 miles, 
the gravitational pull would be so fantastically increased 
that the Atlantic Ocean, for example, would have tides 
would move through the Gulf of Mexico and sweep across Texas 
to break against the Rocky Mountains with such force that t hey 
would create hurricanes in the air as they came in and went 
out ! Thus the distance of the moon is just about right and 
a ninth thi ngs is working so wonderful ly well for our exi s 
tence . And the chances of my pulling nine coins out of my 
pocket by mere chance i n perfect sequence is one chance out 

on bi l · ! 
10. Photosynthesis 

For the tenth thi ng I want to draw from bi lo . I sat 
amazed as a biology teacher told us that in very green leaf 
on every piece of grass or week, bush or tree, there were 

chloroplasts which contained a substance 
called chlorophyl that performs a function so basic to our 
existence that we are absolutely dependent upon it. The 
little cells activated or energized b the power of the sup, 
take carbon dioxide from the air and moisture f r om t he 
and break down their molecular structure so as to form a 
molecule of starch and in the process free atoms of x en 
back into our air. On this process, called otos nthesis, 
the entire animal kingdom completely depends! For if it 
topped, one of tw things would happen: either we would 

starve to death for lack of food (since this is t he basic 
food-produc i ng process) or we would die f om sh xi 
(since this is the basic way nature replenishes our oxygen 
supply). ; 
CON: Other s may elieve this orderly universe and its intri 
cate life-forms are the product of chance or accident, but 
I cannot. I could not believe that ou "just accidentl II pull-

those ten coins out in perfect sequence and hr I 
believe all these things "just accidently" happened. There 
are si ns of choice, and I call choice by the word "God." 
oth answers-chance and choice-are faith answers but in the 

li ht of scientific data, it so gullible, so naive, to 
choose the faith answer called "choice"? Does it really take 
more faith? Is i t really more gul l i ble than t he other faith 
answe r call ed 11 chance"? 
Others can answer as they will, but for myself, when I look 

up into a starry night or see a beautiful sunset, I must say 
with the ular gospel song: 

Oh Lord God When I in awesome wonder, Consider all the 
worlds Thy hands have he e 11-
i ng t hunder, Th ower throughout the universe displayed-

Then sings my my Saviour God to thee . How qreat thou 
art, How great thou art! (repeat) (Research-W.B. Tolar ) -
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